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The optimum design of power thyristors requires the use of numerical 

analysis tools capable of simulating device behavior under various opera-

ting conditions. This paper presents study of the at~ady state and 

Rwitching behavior of s number of thyristor elementsQ It deals with the 

sophisticated methods used for spacial and time djscretization required by 

the high voltage/high current operating conditiori: and the results obtained 

thereby. 

We use a "Finite Boxes"-approach for the spacial discretization which 

has been published recently /l/. Automatic set up and refinement of the 

grid by equidiatribution of the local discretization error has been found 

an obligatory prerequisite for computing high voltage characteristics with 

reasonable amount of computer resources. We use a backward Euler method 

for the transient solution of the semiconductor equationso For the time 

discretization an automatic time step control algorithm has been implemen

ted. The new time step is ;:::alculated with a "predictor-corrector11 method 

based on changes of the space charge in the device. Due to the possibly 

large variation of the solution (potential and carrier concentrations) 

dur1ng transient sinrulation it is necessary to introduce a "moving grid 11 • 

This is accomplished by tracing the local discretization error which is 

equidistributed by deleting and inserting grid points. 

We present comprehensive set of simulation results for power 

t11yrlstors We compare 2-D planar and cylindrically symmetric structures. 

The influence of the geometry of the emitter contact areas (circle, ring, 

stripe) on the forward voltage drop is investigated. As an example of the 

transient analysis, the rate effect of two thyristor elements 9 one with an 

emitter shortcut and one without, is calculated. A ramp voltage U8 with 

JOOOV/Vs-slope is applied at the anode. The shorted device is not fired at 

the assumed dU/dt whereas ainrulations of the equivalent device without the 

emitter shortcut show firing after a time of 450ns corresponding to a 

voltage of 450V at the anode contact. 
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